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RESEARCH

OPTIMALBEHAVIORALSTRATEGIESIN 0-SUM GAMES
WITH ALMOSTPERFECTINFORMATION*t
JEAN-PIERREPONSSARDtAND SYLVAINSORIN?
This paper provides the general construction of the optimal strategies in a special class of
zero sum games with incomplete information, those in which the players move sequentially. It
is shown that at any point of the game tree, a player's optimal behavioral strategy may be
derived from a state variable involving two components: the first one keeps track of the
information he revealed, the second one keeps track of the (vector) payoff he should secure
over his opponent's possible position. This construction gives new insights on earlier results
obtained in the context of sequential repeated games. Several examples are discussed in detail.

I. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the recursive construction of optimal behavioral strategies for a class of 0-sum extensive games with incomplete
information, defined as follows:
(i) Let G be a two-person finite game tree with perfect information.
(ii) Let AH be the zero-sum payoff associated with a play H of G, AH is a discrete
random variable such that Prob(AH = as) = prqS where p = (Pr)rR
q = (qS)S
are
two independent probability distributions over two given finite sets R and S.
(iii) The game is played the following way: chance selects r E R and s E S
according to p and q and reveals r to Player I and s to Player II, then the players
proceed along the game tree until they reach a play H; at that stage, Player II (the
minimizer) pays a'7 to Player I (the maximizer) and the game ends. All the preceding
description is common knowledge (i.e., r is revealed to Player I but not to Player II,
similarly for s, but both players know that, etc.)
This class of games called games with almost perfect information was first studied in
Ponssard (1975).
It overlaps with the class of repeated games with incomplete information (the study
of which was initiated by Aumann and Maschler (1966)), since it includes the
sequential finitely repeated games (Ponssard and Zamir, 1973).
Briefly speaking, in all these games, the strategic problem of information usage may
be stated in the following terms. First, the players are concerned with using their
private information (i.e., for Player I to correlate his moves with the event r selected by
chance and only known by himself) but this exposes them to reveal it to their
opponent (i.e., through the observation of Player I's past moves, Player II may infer
something about the selected r) and possibly reduce its value for the future moves of
the game. Second, the players cannot take at its face value the information apparently
revealed by their opponent without being subject to bluffing.
These two aspects have been developed in the context of two persons zero-sum
infinitely repeated games in order to find "maxmin" strategies (Aumann, Maschler
(1966); Kohlberg (1975); Mertens, Zamir (1980)). In this context the main tools to
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construct an optimal strategy are conditional probabilities (use of private information)
and vector payoffs (limiting use of opponent's information).
For games with almost perfect information, it appears that a somewhat similar
construction can be explicitly made. However it takes advantage of two special
features of such games: the fact that they are finite and the fact that the players move
in sequence. In particular, we shall show that at any point of the game tree a player's
optimal strategy may be derived from a state variable involving two components: the
first one keeps track of the information he revealed, the second one keeps track of the
conditional vector payoff he should secure over his opponent's possible positions for
the remaining part of the game. This general recursive construction of the optimal
strategies is proved in part II and is applied in specific cases in the subsequent sections.
The present development uses the linear programming formulation of these games and
its implications (Ponssard and Sorin, 1980).
II. The recursive structure of optimal strategies in a compounded game.
1. Definitions. Define the following compounded game (Ponssard, 1975):
-Chance selects r E R and s E S according to two given probability distributions
E P, q = (qS)scS e Q, r is revealed to Player I, s is revealed to Player II.
p = (P)rER
-Player I selects a move t E T (T is a finite set), then knowing t the players
proceed by playing the zero-sum matrix game Brs. Denote by G(p,q) this game, and
by V(p, q) its value.
Let I and J be the two player's strategy sets in Btrs(we can always assume that I and
J are independent of r, s and t) and let Vt(p, q) be the value of the above compounded
game where Player I's set T is restricted to the unique element t. Clearly, Vt(p, q) is
the value of the game with incomplete information (BtrS)r R,s ES
2. Preliminaryresults.
LEMMA1. V'(p,q) is the value of the following linear program where the unknowns
are (ai r)i E ,rR and (v s)se:

Max

qSvs
s

b,rs'ar > vs V

subject to

s, Vj,

r,i

(1)

2 ar=p

Vr,

air > 0

Vi, Vr.

This is Lemma 2 in (Ponssard and Sorin, 1980).
Note that if in this program the optimal value of the variables v = (vS)sEs are
known, the optimal value of the variables a = (air)r R E may be derived without
recourse to the value of q.
Starting with some specific probability distributionspo, qo we shall exhibit Player I's
optimal strategy in the compounded game as:
-an optimalmove on T: xr = Prob(tlr),
-for each t E T an associated (p,, v,) which can then be used in (1) to derive the
optimal moves in (BtrS)rER,sS.
Let us introduce the following notations: For each function g: P x Q -- XR,
Cavp g is
the smallest real function defined on P x Q, concave w.r.t. p and greater than g on
P x Q. Vexq g is defined in a dual manner.
LEMMA2.

V(p, q) = Cav Max V'(p, q).
p

I
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This is Theorem 2 in (Ponssard, 1975).
DEFINITION.A function g: P x Q -->R is "piecewise bilinear"if there is a finite

partitionof P (resp. Q) into convex polyhedra(Ck)k K (resp. (D/)e
restrictionof g to each productset Ck X DZis bilinear.
LEMMA3.

V and

Vt

L)

such that the

are concave w.r.t. p, convex w.r.t. q and piecewise bilinear.

This is Theorem1 in (Ponssard,Sorin, 1980).
4.
LEMMA
that:

For all p, q in P x Q there exist XtE [0, 1] and pt E P where t E T such

t

EX2= 1 and V(p, q)

XtPt= p,

t

t Vt(pt, q).

(2)

t

PROOF. Since V is continuous,Caratheodory'sTheoremand Lemma 2 imply the
existence of XrE [0, 1], Pr E P with r E R such that:
1, r=

EXrPr=,

r

r

and
V(p, q) =

r

=
r

rmaxVt(pr, q)
I
XrV't(pr,

q).

Now since each Vt is concave w.r.t. p we can assume that if Xr Xr,#: 0 then tr : tr,,
so thatwe can redefinethe indicesand this gives the result.
Since Vt is a concave convex function we can define the following sets, for all
p E P, q E Q, t E T:
Lt(p)=

q < Vt(p,q) onQ},

{lRs;

=
L'(p,q) = {1 E RS; I E Lt(p) and 1-q
Vt(p,q)},
Mt(q)

= {m ERR;

M(p?,q)= {m

RR;

m. p > V'(p,q) onP},
m EMt(q) and m p = V(p,q)}.

We define similarly L(p), L(p,q), M(q), M(p,q) for the function V.
3. The optimal strategies.
THEOREM1. For all 1 E L(po, qo) there exist (XA,p,) t E T which satisfy (2) at po, q0,
and It E L'(pt, qo)for all t E T such that:

(
PROOF.

Xl

-

) q > O for all q EQ.

Let us write the formula(2) in the followingway
V(po, qo) =

V (pi, qo)

such that
V(pi, qo)= V'(pi qo).
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Now since V is piecewise linear and convex with respect to q there is a neighborhood Q' of q0 and a finite number of R x S matrices Ak, k E K such that:
V(po, q)

=

maxpoAkq on Q'.

It follows that if I belongs to L(po, qo) there exist lk,

l = 2 kpokAk

with Ek

ilk

E [0, 1], k E K, such that

= 1.

Now since V is piecewise bilinear, this implies that, for all i,
1i= 2 pilkAk
k

belongs to L(p, qo).

It remains to see that each piAk belongs to Ltk(p,qo) for some tik in T, since
V = Cav maxt Vt.
Finally due to the concavity of each Vt the tik are different for different values of i.
Now starting with formula (2) we have
V(p, qo) =

X,Vk (pi, q0)

with zi,i = 1 and EiXiPi =p.
Let us introduce Pik = Aik,Pik = Pi and lik = piAk for all i and k, then we have:
2 Pik= 1

= PI
2 PikPik

i,k

i,k

V(, q) = E PikVikPik qo)
i,k

and
Piklik=
i,k

which gives the result.
THEOREM
2. An optimal strategyfor Player I in G(p0, qo) is defined as follows:
I G L(po, qo) and then Xt,Pt, t, t E T such that:
choose
(a)
(i)

Xt

(ii)

/t E Lt(pt)

(iii)

E[0,1],

Ztt

= 1,

EtAtPt

for all t C T;
(ZtX t- l)q > 0 forallq

=Po;

(3)
Q.

(b) Denoting by xt the probability of playing t given r, Player I's intital move is given

by:
x[ = A* PL, for all t, r withpo > 0.

Po

(c) If Player I's first move is t then he selects his move in Btr according to (Pt,1) in (1).
PROOF. From Theorem 1, it follows that the admissible set of Xt Pt, It in (a) is not
empty, since L t(p, qo) c Lt(pt), hence the strategy is well defined.
We shall now prove that this strategy, denoted by o, guarantees V(po, qo) to
Player I.
Assume that Player II knows a. Learning t he can compute a posterior probability
on R, given a and p which is precisely Pt since we have:
Prob(r and t) =
Prob(r/t) = Prob(

x;r

vProb(t)
r

r
prX

.
= }t Pt =p.
r

r
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Now for each q E Q, Player I can guarantee at (p, q) the amount 1, q since /,
belongs to L'(p,).
It remains to compute the total probability of playing t which is r,p~x[ = X so that
Player I can assure himself ~, X,,- q. Hence from (a)(iii) this amount is greater or
equal than 1 q so that at qo we obtain 1 qo which is precisely V(po, qo).
Note that this strategy rely only on the information Player I gives to Player II (i.e.,
the posteriors p,) and not on the information he can get (Player I will play in G'
without computing posteriors on S but by using pt,, in (1)).
III. Applications to special cases. The implications of Theorem 2 will now be
developed in the context of 0-sum games with almost perfect information. First, we
shall consider games with lack of information on one side. This will have the
advantage to explicitly dissociate the two problems mentioned in the introduction
(using one's own information, limiting use of opponent's information) thus giving rise
to simpler structure for optimal strategies. After some general considerations (part A)
we shall study two examples of sequential repeated games (part B). In the first one, the
informed player is playing in the second position. The second example where the
informed player in playing first was studied in Ponssard and Zamir (1973). Then in
part C we shall illustrate the case of lack of information on both sides through
poker-type games (Example 3).
A. Games with lack of informationon one side: General considerations. Let us give
additional notation:
(i) the finite game tree G is assumed to consist in a succession of moves il, j.. . i,,
j,t . . . in' jn in which it belongs to some fixed set I for Player I and j, to some fixed set
J for Player II; a partial history of G, noted h, consists of a sequence of moves starting
from the beginning of the game tree; (it will be noted by h' if the number of moves is
even, h" otherwise; moreover h'i denote the history h' followed by i and similarly for
h"j).
(ii) Player I is informed. Let us denote this game by G(p). Recall the general
formula that gives the value of such games (Ponssard, 1975): For all complete histories
H of G let VH(p) be VH(p) = ErIR praH then define recursively Vh(p) by:
Vh'()

= Cav Max Vf' (p),

Vh (p) = Min Vh (p).
jeJ

Eventually one obtains V(p) which gives the value of the game for any p E P. Note
that for all h, Vh(p) is the value of the game in which the players are restricted to
begin the game G by playing the dummy moves indicated in h and then effectively
play over the rest of the game tree of G.
1. The two players' optimal behavioral strategies in G(po) are the
COROLLARY
following:
For Player I, for all h definePh E P starting with the initial
P0,probability distribution
such that:
(i) Ph"j=ph" Vi J;
(ii) the ph,j's,for all i E I, are obtained by solving the following system:
iel

x vh,
V'(Ph'Pi)

> V'(Ph'),

Xh'Ph'i= Ph',
iC'

x' = 1
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then player I's optimal strategy after the history h' is given by

Prob(iIh' and r) =

,

hr

For Player II, for all h, define mh E RR starting with some mo which is a supporting
hyperplaneto V(p) at Po (i.e. mo E M(po)), and such that:
(iii) mh, = mhi Vi E I.
(iv) startingfrom m^h the m^h. are obtained by solving the following system:
mh,j p > Vh"(p)
(

hjmh"j-

mh')

P < 0

Vp E P,
Vp

P,

J

Then Player II's optimal strategy after the history h" is given by Prob(j I h") = uhJ,
.
PROOF. These strategies are merely the counterpart of Theorem 2 and its development all along the game tree G since any restricted game may be viewed as a
compounded game through appropriate normalization.
For Player I, the informed player, the notation of supporting hyperplane is reduced
to its simplest form (the cardinality of S is one). Then, condition (3) may be directly
expressed in terms of the points Vh'i(ph,i) and this is precisely condition (ii).
For Player II, the noninformed player, it is the notion of conditional probabilities
that becomes trivial. Condition (iv) is exactly condition (3) but taken from Player II's
point of view.
COROLLARY
2. The set of conditionalprobabilitiesPh is a martingale over P, the set
conditional
of
hyperplanesmh is decreasing in expectation over all P.
Furthermore,for all partial histories h that may occur with a positive probability when
both players use optimal strategies we have:
2

rER

Mrph= vh(ph).

PROOF. The first two statements follow from Corollary 1, as for the last statement
it merely means that if Player II were to be revealed Ph, then he could not obtain more
than the value of the restricted game initiated by h and with a starting probability
distribution po = Ph'
It may be interesting to give a graphical interpretation of the construction of the
optimal strategies in the simplest case IR I= 2.
Starting at some Ph', Player I's strategy will generate conditional probabilities on P
as depicted in Figure 1. It should be observed that Player I's optimal strategy is
conditioned over the sequence of probabilities which he generates himself: whereas he
knows the r selected by chance, the martingale on P is a state variable that keeps track
of what he revealed through his past moves thus generating a new starting point for the
future. This idea has been present in the literature from the very beginning (Aumann
and Maschler, 1966).
Player II's optimal strategy does not rely on posterior probabilities on P such as
guessing some Ph and then maximizing an expected payoff at this point. Although
by Corollary 2 it is consistent with Bayerian learning, it appears to be best interpreted
in a vector framework. Consider the value function Vh". By construction Vh"=
Min( Vh" , Vh"2). The recursive construction of an optimal strategy for Player II has the
following graphical counterpart. For any supporting hyperplane to Vh", say mh", find
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Ph

Ph'1

(1,0)

Ah,

V (p) = CavMaxV

Ph'2

(0,1)

Ah.

Ip) = A,V

(ph)

.V

lh.21

FIGURE1. The informed player's optimal strategy.

"
two supportinghyperplanesto Vh and Vh"2,respectively,such that a linearcombination of these two is everywherebelow mh". The coefficientsof this combinationgive
the probabilitiesof the respectivemoves. Once" Player II's move is made the hyperplane for future referencebecomes either mh or mh 2. Thus, Player II's optimal
strategyis conditionedat each stage by a set of successivehyperplaneseach of which
appearsas a vector payoff that should be securedover the remainingstages of the
game.
This constructionhas a similarfeaturewith the constructionof an optimalstrategy
for the noninformedplayer in infinitelyrepeatedgames, called the "BlackwellStrategy" (Aumann, Maschler, 1966), The initial probabilitydistributionpo plays a role
only throughthe specificationof some supportinghyperplane.Then this hyperplane10
definesa set
A= {Ie

RR

VrE^}

r<<or

and PlayerII is now playinga game with vector-payoffs,each componentcorresponding to a state r, as definedby Blackwell(1956).An optimalstrategyfor PlayerII will
then approachA (that is, with probabilityone, the distance between the averagen

(0,1)
V"=
vh-

hin(V
V ,Vh h"2);
Min
)

h"

m

h

; Pl m
mh"l +)P2 m

h"2

FIGURE2. The noninformed player's optimal strategy.
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stagepayoff and A will be close to zero for some largen on). Hence 10is also a kind of
securitylevel vector.
B. Examples. The two followingexamplesfall in the class of sequentialrepeated
games.Since in a repeatedgame the total payoff is the sum of the stage payoffs (a/s),
the value of the n repeatedgame with lack of informationon both sides, V, is given
by:
+ Vn_(p,q))
CavMaxVexMinm(2a,rprqs
q jEJ
P jel
r,s

Vn(p,q)=

(5)

that is
Vn(p,q)

=

V(p, q)

=

Vex Min( 2 ar.prqs + Vn- (p,q)),
q
jEJ\r,s

Cav Max V(p, q)
P iEI

and

VO(p,q)

0

under the following assumptions:Player I is playing first, maximizes,is informed
about r and PlayerII, who plays second and minimizes,is informedabout s.
EXAMPLE
1. In this example R = { 1) and S = ({1,2) that is Player I is uninformed
and PlayerII is informed.The stagegame treeis describedbelow:
(1,0)
I
/

2

(1,0)
(0,2)

(2,0)
4 (0,1)
(0,1)

FIGURE 3

Hence the strategiesare i = 1, 2, 3 for Player I and j = 4, 5 for Player II, and, for
instance,the payoff (2,0) standsfor (a5, a325).
Note that if Player I's move is 1 or 2, Player II is a dummy. Hence, Player I
can make a relevant observationon Player II's strategy only by playing 3, but
this is clearlya bad move in the one stage game. Indeed if q = (q, q2) then Vl(q) =
max{ql,q2}.

Using formula(5) which gives here
Vn(q)=V exMin[ Zaqs

+ Vn-i(q)],

(a)

Vn(q) = max Vn(q).

The successiveVn(q) are easily derivedand it can be seen that Vn(q)/n is constant
for n > 3.
Figure4 gives the constructionof Vnup to V4,where Vnystandsfor
V,?(q)=

aJsqs+ Vn_,1(q)

(7)

It shouldalso be mentionedthat the (a) figures are made only for i = 3 since for i = 1
and 2 we have
Vn'=ql+

V,_I

and

V2=q2+ Vn_1.
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/

V35

1/2-

-

2

V34

V2

.

v.

-12

2a)
35

1/212

2b)

2c)

2b)

2C

341

2c)
\,

IV2

/
/K

3

2c2

2b)

Zc)

FIGURE4.

Construction of Vnn < 4.

(a) is used to constructFigureK(b) from Figure K(a) then (,B) is used to get Figure
K(c) from FigureK(b), then FigureK + l(a) comes from FigureK(c) through(y).
Now we shall compute optimal strategiesin the 4-stage game. Assume that qo
- (1/2, 1/2) so that the supportinghyperplaneto V4 at q0is lo = (8/3,8/3) (see 4(c)).
Note that a behavioralstrategyfor each playeris constructedin four steps since it
gives the move at each stage given the past history.
and li = (lil,li2), iEl I such that
(1) First step for Player I. Choose hie[0,1]
1, li'q < Vi(q) and (2,iili- lo) q > 0.
2ii=
FromFigure4(b) this impliesX3= 1 and l3 = lo. Hence PlayerI has to play 3 and to
keep the same reference hyperplane
o10 l3 =

(2) Firststepfor PlayerII. AssumingPlayerI's move being 3, PlayerII has to find
jq3s= q0 and 2YV43(q3) < V(qo).
/ E [0, 1] and e3j( Q,j e J such that: s
From Figure 4(a) and 4(b) this implies 4

=

/

=

1/2; q34= (2/3, 1/3) q35= (1/3,

2/3).
Hence an optimal strategyfor PlayerII is to play 4 with probability2/3 if s = 1
(Prob(j = 4Is = 1) = 4q34/qo

=

2/3) and with probability 1/3 if s = 2, keeping in

mind 3i if his move is actuallyj.
the historyis 34 we now obtain:
Assuming that
I such that EiX4 = 1,
(3) Second step for Player I. Choose X4-E [0, 1] and 134i
0
and
(obviously we have to deflate a34
134i* q < VV(q)
(i,X34134i + a34 -~3)' *q

from the initialvector securitylevel).
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This gives X34 = 1/3, X34= 0, X34= 2/3, /34 = (3, 0), 1343= (2,2) (from Figure 3(b)).
Hence Player I's optimal strategy at this step is to play 1 with probability 1/3 and 3
with probability 2/3, the vector security level being, according to the actual move
(3,0) or (2,2).
(4) Second step for Player II. If the history is 341, Player II's move is not relevant.
If h = 343 Player II can either play 4 with probability 1 and then q3434= q34= (2/3,

1/3) or choose some q3435 with q3435 > 1/2 and then

X3434, X3435, q3434

such that:

=
X3434q3434 + X3435q3435 q34,
X3434 + X3435 = 1

(1/3,2/3) and then play 4 with
probability: X3434q3434/3 if s = 1 and with probability X3434* q434/ if s = 2).
(5) Third step for Player I.
If h = 3414 or 3415 the relevant vector security level is (2,0). Hence Player I has to
play 1 with probability one and 134141= 134151= (2,0) (see Fig. 2(b)).
If h = 3434 the relevant vector security level is (2,0). Hence Player I has to play 1
= (2, 0).
with probability one and 134341
- a35= (0, 2). Hence Player I plays 2 with probability
If h = 3435 we start with 13435

(for exampleX3434 =

X3435 =

1/2,

q3434

=

(1,0)

q3435

=

one and 134351= (0,2).

(6) Third step for Player II. If Player II's move at this step is relevant (i.e., after a
move 3 by Player I, which is nonoptimal given the past history) then the optimal move
is to play completely revealing, i.e., 4 if s = 1 and 5 if s = 2.
(7) Fourth step for Player I.
-if h = 341xly (recall that Player II's move after move 1 of the Player I is
irrelevant) Player I's optimal move is to play 1 with probability one;
-if h = 34341x same result as above;
-if h = 34352x Player I's optimal move is to play 2 with probability one.
(8) Fourth step for Player II. Here again if Player I plays optimally given the past
history, Player II's move is irrelevant. Otherwise (i.e., if Player I chooses 3), then Player
II plays completely revealing, i.e., 4 if s = 1 and 5 if s = 2.
Let us discuss the optimal strategies along the following remarks.
REMARK1. Let u(q) = maxi minj
aJqs. Then the value of the infinitely repeated
game is given by V(q) = Vex u(q). (Aumann, Maschler, 1966).
Hence from Figure 5 it follows that the optimal first move of the informed player in
this four-stage game is his first optimal move in the infinitely repeated game. Whereas
in that case he should retain the conditional probabilities (2/3,1/3) or (1/3,2/3) for
the rest of the game, here we observe the end play effect: the informed player does not
care about revealing information at the end and it is quite advantageous if the
opportunity arises. It is not known whether this kind of structure for an optimal
strategy is true in general.
Observe that, in spite of the fact that V3/3 = V4/4 the optimal strategies for Player
II at the first step in both games are not the same.

2

35

34

1

V(q)

FIGURE 5
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2. The "Blackwellstrategy"for PlayerI (the uninformedplayer)in the
REMARK
infinitelyrepeatedgamewouldapproachthe set A = {(x, y) E R 2; x > 2/3, y > 2/3).
With our notationsthis means that the "securitylevel"vectorwould be (2/3,2/3).
Note that in our constructionit is (2n/3,2n/3) at stage n, for n > 3 (the average
vectorpayoff being (2/3,2/3)), then it becomes(2n/3,2(n - 3)/3) if PlayerII's first
move is 4 for example,etc.
MoreoverPlayer I needs to randomizein order to achieve some security level
vectors whereasin the Blackwellstrategyfor sequentialgames he does not have to
randomize in order to approach the set A. Again, we observe similaritiesand
differences.
Note that the optimal strategyof the noninformedplayer makes intuitive sense
about informationusage.The observationof a move 4 by PlayerI is a sign that s = 1
is more likely thus triggeringa move 1 in response,whereasa move 5 triggersa move
2. But in orderto avoid being bluffed,PlayerI has to come back from time to time to
move 3 whichmay be interpretedas an investmentfor information.As we said earlier,
this "story"need not be true; PlayerI's strategyis a maximinstrategy.
EXAMPLE
2. (the trap phenomenonrevisited). We shall show here that there are
many more optimal strategiesfor the noninformedplayer than the one given in a
previouspaper (Ponssardand Zamir, 1973),some of them exploitingmistakesmore
than others. The idea of supportinghyperplanewill enable us to formulatemore
preciselythe "trapphenomenon"pointedout in Ponssard(1976).
Let us consider the following sequentialgame where Player I, the maximizer,is
informedand plays first.The gameis as follows:

2- ( 2-1)
,

\i

(3,0)

i tv^J-

(- 2)

Formula(5) gives here:
V"(p) =

Min {Vn_, (p)

+ Eajpr),

Max Vn(p)
Vn(p) = Cav
i
p

and it is easy to see that:
3p' ifp1E [0,1/3],
Vn(p)/n=

V1(p)=

ifp E[l1/3,2/3],
[3p2 if p' E[2/3,1].
1

Startingfrom Po= (1/2, 1/2) the optimal strategiesin the one-stage game Gl(1/2)
follow from Figure 6. For player I this gives X, = A2 = 1/2 and pl = (2/3,1/3),

P2 = (1/3,2/3). Hence an optimalstrategyis to play 1 with probability2/3 if r = 1
and with probability 1/3 if r = 2.
Now for Player II we start with mO= (1, 1). Let us suppose that Player I's move is 1,
then we have: m13 = (0,3), in = (2, - 1) and L13= 14 = 1/2; hence Player II plays 3

with probability1/2 and similarlyif PlayerI's move is 2.
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0

,xV
FIGURE6

Let us now consider the two stage game G2(l/2) and compute optimal strategies.
(a) First step for Player I. From Figure 7 below it follows that the strategy at this
step is the same as in G,(l/2).

v2

2

0
(2/3,1/3) (1/3,'3)
-1

(0,1)

(1,0)

(1,0)

FIGURE7

Assume then that Player I plays 1 so that pl = (2/3,1/3).
(b) First step for Player II. We start with mo = (2,2) (since mo E M(l/2));
from Figure 8, it follows that there are three extremal solutions:
(1) m14 =(2,2) and/14 = 1
(2) ml3= (0,6) ml4= (3,0) and 13 = 1/3 14 = 2/3
(3) m3 =(1,4)mi4=(3,0)andU,l3=
1/2~14= 1/2.

hence

(0,1)

(1,0)

FIGURE8

Let us suppose that Player II plays 4.
(c) Second stepfor Player I given the history 14. The construction of V14 is given in
Figure 9. Since P14 = (2/3,1/3) the only optimal move is 1.
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FIGURE9

(d) Second step for Player II given the history 141. Using Figure 10 it follows that
we have:
If m4 = (2,2) then the only solution is J413 = 1 (i.e., play 3) with ml413= (2,2),
If m4 = (3,0) the only solution is j1413= =1414 = 1/2 with m1413= (2,2) and ml414
= (4, -2).

FIGURE10

(e) Second step for Player II given the history 142. In this case Player I's strategy
involves an observable mistake. From Figure 11 we can make the following observations:
(1) If ml4= (2,2) then Player II can use two extremal possibilities:

1) and

m 1424 =-(,

1

1424

1423= (5, - 1),

(1, 1)

m1424-

and
A1423 -

1/4,

=

,1424

3/4.

Note that as long as he selects the first one with some nonzero probabilities we have:
l142jm142j

< m14-

Player II's vector security level is strictly decreasing, that is, he is exploiting the
mistake.
(2) If ml4 = (3,0) the only solution is now
m1423

=

(5,-

1),

m1424

FIGURE11

=

(1, l)
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and
t1423=

1/2,

A1424 =

1/2;

but in this case we have
E [142jm142j= m14,

that is, PlayerII cannot exploit the mistake.
Let us now supposethat PlayerII plays 3 at the firststage,that is, uses with positive
probabilitystrategy(b)(2) or strategy(b)(3). Similarcomputationshows that if m13
= (0,6) then the exploitationof a mistakeis feasible whereasif ml3 = (1,4) it is not.
Let us now concludewith some remarks.
REMARK 1. (Comparisonwith the optimal strategiesexhibited in Ponssard and
Zamir,1973).PlayerII's set of optimalstrategiesis enlarged.In the earlierpaper,only
strategy(b)(3) was used. In termsof exploitingthe opponents'mistakewe just showed
that this is possibleonly by selecting(b)(1) or (b)(2) with some positiveprobability.Of
course any optimalstrategyis good enough to securethe value of the game, but in a
game in extensiveform one may ask for more.
REMARK 2. The fact that the exploitationof a mistakeat the second stage need be
preparedis made explicitby the fact that it cruciallydependson which hyperplaneis
selectedat the first stage. But, we fail to see intuitivelywhy (b)(1) or (b)(2) should be
preferredto (b)(3) by only consideringV23 and V24.
REMARK3. The interestedreaderwill note that the algorithmproposedin Ponssard
(1975) to recursivelyobtain the optimal strategiesbreaks down in such an example
because of the followingdegeneracy:V'3 and V14 preciselyintersectsat the point at
which they are kinked.
C. Games with lack of informationon both sides: a poker type game. Just as chess,

pokerhas alwaysbeen a referencefor game theory.From an economicpoint of view,
pokermay be consideredas a roughmodel of escalationwith incompleteinformation,
and many extensions,involvingnonzero sum elements,are certainlyworth studying.
In this respect,it is interestingto note that the developmentof gameswith incomplete
informationprovidesnew tools for the analysisof such situations.
The followingmodel is simplyused as an illustrationof the recursivecomputationof
optimalstrategiesand certainlynot as a contributionto pokeritself. The most striking
simplificationsare the numberof players,the numberof cards, the independenceof
the chance moves, the lack of interactionbetween successiveplays which in practice
gives rise to a survivalproblem.
1. Descriptionof the game. The following "poker game" is a generalizationof
Friedman's"simplebluffingsituationswith possiblereraise"(1971).PlayerI has a low
card up and one card down, PlayerII has a high card up and one card down. If both
players have either a high or a low card down, then Player II wins; otherwisethe
playerwith the high card down wins. Thereare n units in the pot. PlayerI may either
drop or raise 1 unit. Then Player II may either drop, call or reraise(m - 1) units.
Finally PlayerI may eitherdrop or call.
LetPo and qobe the respectiveprobabilitiesthat PlayerI and PlayerII have a high
carddown. Of courseeach playerknowshis own carddown.
The game has the followingextensiveform and PlayerI is the maximizer,wherethe
lettersD, C, R stand for drop, call or raise,respectively.
2. Computation
of the value. We shall make the computationstage by stage using
the recursive formula and represent the successive functions on the unit square
(0 < p < 1,0 < q < 1).
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-m

n+m
-m

Here VRRD, VRRC, VRC, VRD and VD are directlyobtained from the game tree.
Now using Lemma2 we get:
VRR = Cav Max( VRRD, VRRC ),
p

VR =

VexMin( VRR

VRC, VRD),

q

V = Cav Max( VR, VD).
p

For the computationof the optimalstrategies,it will be helpfulto keep trackof how
the Cav and Vex are constructed.This will be done by labelingthe correspondingsides
of the rectangles. For instance for q E [0, (m + n + l)/(2m + n)], VRR is a linear
combination of VRRD atp = 0 and VRRCat p = 1, thus the respective labels D and C;
for q > (m + n + l)/(2m + n), VRR = VRRD and we give the label D to both sides of

the rectangle,and so on.
3. Computationof the optimalstrategies. As an example we shall explicitly make the

computationfor the case
n(m + n + 1)

n+

Po E 10 no+l2 [

q E10, (n + 1)(2m + n)

(this case is the most interesting one because if q > n(m + n + 1)/(n + 1)(2m + n), the

firstmove of PlayerI is obviouslyD, and it is R in the last case, see Figure 12 and the
labels correspondingto each case).
RR

vRRC
{-m

VRD

V
-m

-l

-1I

-1

-1 m+n+l

n

0

vRC

In

n

Ln

n

-1

-1

2m+n

C
n+rm

D
-rr

-1
-1 R

-1 C

vR
R
-1

n+m

-1

V"

-1
R -1 m,n+1
2m+n

n+l
n+2

On

0

0

D
0

D
J n (m+n+l)
(n+!)(2m+n)

D

R

0

n
n+l
n+ 2

R
n

FIGURE 12. Computation of the value. (The numbers inside the squares stand for the value of the
respective functions, the numbers outside give the coordinates in p and q.)
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(a) Player I first optimalmove. Since (po, q0) is an interiorpoint of the left lower
rectangle,the constructionis quite easy. The securitylevel vectorat (po, qo)is a linear
combinationof the respectivesecuritylevel vectorson each side of the rectangle.Thus
to satisfy(3) of Theorem2 we proceedas follows: take
PD = 0,

D= (0, o),

+ 2)m/(n + m + 1))
PR= (n + l)/(n + 2),
IR= (n,-(n
(because IR (q, 1 - q) equals n for q = 0 and 0 for q = n(m + n + l)/(n + 1)
*(2m +n)).
Now, find XRand XD such that
XRPR+ XDPD= Po

We obtain
R = (n + 2)po/(n + 1),

XD= 1 -XR.

By constructionXRlR+ XD/Dis the supportinghyperplaneto V(po,') at qo and all
conditionsare satisfied.
PlayerI's first optimalmove is derivedas:
-if H play R,
-if L play R with probability po/(n + 1)(1 -Po)
play D with probability 1 - po/(n + 1)(1 - Po).

(b) Player II's optimalmove. We may assume that R is played by Player I since
otherwisethe game ends. The supportinghyperplaneto V(., qo)at Po is:
m = (O,n(n + 2)/(n + 1) - (n + 2)(2m + n)qo/(n + m + 1)).

By constructionm is tangentto VR at f = (n + 1)/(n + 2) so that to satisfy (3) we
are interestedin the rectanglesof VR that contain the point (p, qo).Then knowingthe
labels of these two rectangles,we proceedas follows:Take
mRR= (

qRR= (m + n + l)/(2m

+ n),
=
qRc 0

mRC= (-l,n

qRD=0

mRD=(n,n).

l,-1),

+ 1),

Now, find XRR,XRC,XRDsuch that

RR
qRR+ XRCqRc+

=
XRDqRD qo,

XRRmRR + XRCmRC + XRDmRD

= m.

The only solutionappearsto be
XRR= qO(2m + n)/(m + n + 1),

RC= 1

RR

RD,

RD = l/(n + 1).

PlayerII's optimalmove is derivedas:
-if H play R,
-if L play R with probability (m - l)qQ/(m + n + 1)(1 - qo),
play C with probability (n/(n + 1) - q0(2m + n)/(m + n + ))/(l -qo)
play D with probability l/(n + 1)(1 - qo).
(c) Player I's optimal second move. Again, we may assume that R is played by
Player II since otherwise the game ends. We start with PRR= PR = (n + 1)/(n + 2)
and RR = (n, -(n + 2)m/(n + m + 1)). 'RR is tangent to VRR at q = (m + n + 1)/

(2m + n). This gives the relevantrectanglesof VRR (in fact all of them at this stage).
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To satisfy(3) one may proceedas follows:Take
PRRC =

RRc = (n + m, m),

PRRD= x

IRRD=(~ -

, 1)

Find XRRC,XRRDand x such that
XRRCPRRC+ XRRDPRRD =

1,

=
XRRClRRC+ XRRDIRRD 'RR.

The only solutionappearsto be
XRRC= (n +

)/(n + m + 1),

RRD=m/(n

+ m + 1),

PRRD= (n + l)(m - 1)/(n + 2)m.

PlayerI's optimalsecond move is derivedas:
-if H play C with probability (n + 2)/(n + m + 1)
play D with probability (m - 1)/(m + n + 1)

-if L play D.
(4) Remarks. The structureof the optimalstrategiesmay be summarizedthrough
the values they generateon the spacesof the state variables.As a numericalexample,

let m = n = 2 and Po = qo = 1/2. In terms of conditional probabilities the optimal

strategieswould,for instance,revealthe followinginformation:PlayerI's firstmove is
R; then the probabilitythat he has a high card goes from 1/2 to 3/4. PlayerII's move
is R; then his probabilityof having a high card goes from 1/2 to 5/6. Player I's
secondmove is a drop;his probabilityof havinga high cardgoes from3/4 to 3/8 (see
Figure 12). But the optimal strategiesdo not use the information"revealed"by the
opponent.They are based on a sequenceof vector securitylevels (see Figures 13 and
14). For instance at the first stage Player I secures a vector payoff m0= (4/3,
-16/15).

In this exampleCorollary2 says that for any historywhich occurs with a positive
probabilitygiven the optimalstrategies,we have:
h(h

qh)

=

mh = (qh, 1 qh)

(Ph1 -Ph)'

lh

for exampleat the beginning:
V(po,qo)= V(-(
and if h = RC, VRC(PR,

2 )=
)15

IX

2

2

1+ + 2

I xOx=
2

= 2 with

qRc)
PRC

= 3/4,

mRC

=

-

(3,

1),

- ( 8/5, 2).
RC

qRc=0

't
D
5/6

c
A

,

>

R
412

D

.R

(pO,q
D,C

1

3/8 3c
1T2h

4

1

P

FIGURE13. The conditional probabilities.
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P=0
4

FIGURE 14.

-1

Player I's vector security levels.

-z

/

q=0

--1

mRR

FIGURE 15.

Player II's vector security levels.
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